
123.

125.

117, False. The limit does not exist because the function approaches
I from the right side of 0 and approaches - I from the left
side of0. (See graph below.)

2

-2

119. True.
121. False. The limit does not exist because/(x) approaches 3 from

the left side of 2 and approaches 0 from the right side of 2. (See
graph below.)

4

Proof

(a)Allx+0,[+nn

The domain is not obvious. The hole at -r : 0 is not
apparent from the graPh.
l1(c) 1 {a\ 1

121. The graphing utility was not set in radian mode.

Section 1.4 (page 78)
1, (a) 3 (b) 3 (c) 3;/(x) is continuous on (-oo, m).
3. (a) 0 (b) 0 (c) 0; Discontinuity at x : 3

5. (a) - 3 (b) 3 (c) Limit does not exist.
Discontinuity atx = 27.* s.*

11. Limit does not exist. The function decreases without bound as

x approaches -3 from the left.
13. - I 15. -rlx2 17. 512 19' 2

21. Limit does not exist. The function decreases without bound as

.x approaches z'from the left and increases without bound as x
approaches zfrom the right'

23. 8
25. Limit does not exist. The function approaches 5 from the left

side of 3 but approaches 6 from the right side of 3.

27, Discontinuous at.r : -2 and x : 2

29. Discontinuous at every integer
31. Continuous on [-7, Z] 33. Continuous on [- l, +]
35. Nonremovable discontinuity at -r : 0
37. Continuous for all real x
39, Nonremovable discontinuities at x = -2 and x : 2

41. Continuous for all real x
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4il. Nonremovable discontinuity at x : I
Removable discontinuitY at.x : 0

45. Continuous for all real x
47, Removable discontinuity atx: -2

Nonremovable discontinuity at x : 5

49, Nonremovable discontinuity atx: -7
51, Continuous for all real x
Sl. Nonremovable discontinu\ty al x = 2

55, Continuous for all real x
57. Nonremovable discontinuities at integer multiples of z/2
59. Nonremovable discontinuities at each integer
6t.

,\p..f(') : o

,rj5,/(,) : o
8 Discontinuity at x = -2

_10

63. a--7 65. a:2 67' a: -1, b: I
69, Continuous for all real .r
71. Nonremovable discontinuities at -r :
73. 0.5 75,

Nonremovable discontinuitY
at each integer

77. Continuous on (-oo, oo)
79. Continuous on the open intervals

(2,6),. . . .

81. The graph has a hole at x:0. The
graph appears to be continuous, but the
function is not continuous on [-4, +].4 It is not obvious from the graph that the
function has a discontinuity at x : 0'

&t. Because f(x) is continuous on the interval [t,2] and

f(l) -- 37/12 and f(2): -8/3' by the Intermediate Value
Theorem there exists a real number c in 11' z)such that/(c) = 0'

85. Because/(.x) is continuous on the interval [0, ?r'] and/(O) = - 3

and /(n) - 8.87, by the Intermediate Value Theorem there
exists a real number c in [0' z'] such that/(c) : 0.

87. 0.68, 0.6823 89. 0.56, 0.5636
sr. /(3) = 11 s3. f(2):4
95. (a) The limit does not exist at x : c.

(b) The function is not defined ar x : c.

(c) The limit exists, but it is not equal to the value of the

function atx -- c.
(d) The limit does not exist at x : c.

57. lf f and g are continuous for all real x, then so is/ * g (Theorem
1.1 I , part 2). However, f /g might not be continuous if g(x) = 0'
For example, let/(x) : x and g(x) : x2 - 1' Then/ and g are

continuous for all real x,butfl g is not continuous at 'r = + l'
99. True

(b)

Nonremovable discontinuity
alx:4

(-6, -2), (-2,2),

Ryckie Holm
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101.

103.

0.1

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

107-109.
113. (a)

66O

Answers to Odd-Numbered Exercises

False. A rational function can be written as P(x) /QQ) where P
and Q are polynomials of degree m and n, respectively. It can
have. at most, ,? discontinuities.
lim f(r) = 28; lim f(t) - 56!)4 - t+4+
At the end ofday 3, the amount ofchlorine in the pool is about
28 oz. At the beginning of day 4, the amount of chlorine in the

x - 3.5 -3.t - 3.01 - 3.001

f(x) 3.8 t6 151 1501

r -2.999 -2.99 -2.9 -2.5
f(x) - 1499 - 149 -14 -2.3
lim f(x) : -@ lim f(x) : mt--3 " x--3 "

13. x :0 15. x : +2 17. No vertical asymptote
19. x -_ 2, x: -1 21. t:0 n. x: -2,x: I
25. No vertical asymptote 27. No vertical asymptote
29. x : ) + n, ris an integer.
31. t = nr, n is a nonzero integer.
3il. Removable discontinuity at x = - |
35. Vertical asymptote atx: - I 37. oo 39. oo
41. oo €. -+ 45.+ 41. -a 49. oo 5t. 0
5il. Limit does not exist.

t1.

pool is about 56 oz.

fo.qo. o<rs to
I

105. C : 10.40 + 0.05[r - 9n, r > l0,risnotaninteger
10.40 + 0.05(r - l0), / > 10, r is an integer

Proofs 111.

There is a nonremovable discontinuity
at each integer greater than or equal
to 10.

(b) There appears to be a limiting
speed. and a possible cause is
air resistance.

Answers will vary.

m
50

40

30

20

l0

510t5202530

r15. c: (-t + JS)/z
117. Domain: [-rt,0) u (0, oo);Letl(0) : 1/(2c)
119. h(x) has a nonremovable discontinuity at every integer except 0

121. Putnam Problem 82, 1988

Section 1.5 (page 88)

1. tim -f : cc. fim -f.t-4'J-4 t+4 X-4

3. ,riT C+ : "" ,[l i,10, : -
5' ,lr, 4*l: *, .I\ 'zlq.+nl: 

*
7. ,jg_ tan(nx/4): -oo, ,hm tan(rxf4) : -

,[g /(') ]'--
59.

6t.

63.

67.

69.

.r - 3.5 - 3.1 - 3.01 - 3.001

,f(r) 0.3 r r.64 16.6 l6'7

r -2.999 -2.99 -2.9 -2.5
f(x) - 167 - t6.7 - 1.69 - 0.36

lim f(x): co

Answers will vary.

Answers will vary. Example: ttl : 7ffi
i 65.m

(a) {(zooa) rtlsec
(b) 200zftlsec
(") ,-li#r', [5oz sec2 d] = -
(a) Domain: x>25
(b)

.. 25x(c) lrm 

-: 

oor+25+ X - l)
As x gets closer and closer to 25 mi/h, y becomes larger and
larger.

x 30 40 50 60

I 150 66.667 50 42.857

,la "r('): -


